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Introduction
Hello trouble! Looks like you’re ready to
take things up a notch 😊
That’s what I like to see!
Right, well let me start by saying these
routines have been designed to accelerate
your fat loss through a series of movements
that help create an afterburn effect, so that
your hormones are tipped in favour of fat loss and your
metabolism is raised for several hours afterwards.
Now, the idea is to perform these routines straight after your
Cellulite Elimination Routines. However…
It’s not the end of the world if you have to do them the following
day or whenever you can squeeze them in.
I’m all about real world fat loss and I realize that sometimes you’ve
gotta be flexible with this exercise lark from time to time. So, for
best results do the fat flush routines directly after your Cellulite
Elimination Routines, but don’t worry if that doesn’t happen. You’ll
still benefit from performing the fat flush routines regardless of
when and where you do them.
I’ve jotted down the Fat Flush routines for you below, but as I like
to go the extra mile, you’ll note that there’s a follow-along video
with my ugly mug taking you through each Fat Flush Routine. Just
click play and copy me 😊
Right, off you pop…

Fat Flush Routines
You know something? When combined with your Cellulite
Elimination Training these Fat Flush Routines are so much better
than hitting the gym 4-5 times a week, it’s ridonculous!
“Why, Gavin. Why?” Cracking question, my young Jedi…
When people think of exercise and weight loss, the first thing they
often think about is cardiovascular exercise, usually in the form of
running. Right?
The problem with this type of exercise is that it doesn’t do much
for your bod once you’ve completed the exercise session. Sure,
you burn calories during the workout, but to lose fat quickly we
need to be a lot smarter than this.
For example, our Fat Flush routines not only help burn calories
during the exercise, but they’ll also give your fat loss hormones a
good ol’ shake up and once they’ve finished with your hormones,
they’ll give your metabolism a swift kick up the assimus too 😊
This is what we call the “afterburn effect” and in a nutshell, this
means you’ll burn more calories and tilt your hormonal mojo in
favour of losing lard. Sounds good, right?
Unfortunately, traditional cardio doesn’t cut the mustard when it
comes to this afterburn effect. That’s not to say you should never
jog or do other traditional forms of cardiovascular exercise. If the
sun is shining and you fancy a run, go for a run. Stick some tunes
on and enjoy it. But…
If you’re short of time and the goal is to burn el chuberino double
quick, then following something like our Fat Flush Routines will work
wonders…

Fat Flush #1
Main Routine:
+ Lateral Slides x 50s work/10s rest
+ Cross Body Mountain Climbers x 50s work/10s rest
+ Full Body Extension x 50s work/10s rest
+ high Knees/high March x 50s work/10s rest
+ Burpees/Walkout Burpees x 50s work/10s rest
(Repeat x 2 with no rest)
Stretch:
Stretch all lower body
muscles x 3-5 minutes
Total Time: 13-15 minutes

Fat Flush #2
Main Routine:
+ Stance Jacks x 50s work/10s rest
+ Plank Jacks x 50s work/10s rest
+ Squat Jacks x 50s work/10s rest
+ Bicycles x 50s work/10s rest
+ Mountain Climbers x 50s work/10s rest
(Repeat x 2 with no rest)
Stretch:
Stretch all lower body muscles x 3-5 minutes
Total Time: 13-15 minutes

Fat Flush #3
Main Routine:
+ Full Body Extension x 50s work/10s rest
+ Squat Thrust (or Mountain Climber) x 50s work/10s rest
+ Warrior Jump x 50s work/10s rest
+ Lunge-Squat Combo x 50s work/10s rest
+ Tuck Jumps (or ground frog hops) x 50s work/10s rest
(Repeat x 2 with no rest)
Stretch:
Stretch all lower body muscles x 3-5 minutes
Total Time: 13-15 minutes

28-Day Calendar
Okay, now you’ve had a look at the Fat Flush Routines and the
time frame you’re dealing with for each, let’s look at a wee bit of
structure for the next few weeks. As, I’ve mentioned there are two
ways to go about this over the next 28-days.
1) Perform the Fat Flush Routines directly after your Cellulite
Elimination Training Routines.
This option would be my preference, so if you can do them post
Cellulite Elimination Training, go for it. You’re more likely to get
better results and I know you want results, right? However, this
method requires more training time, around 30 minutes per
session. Let’s face it, this isn’t a huge amount of time, but it might
just be too long if you work crazy hours or you have kids biting your
ankles every 5 minutes.
2) Fit them around your Cellulite Training Routines.
This option works well if you’re mega busy and struggle to exercise
for more than 15 minutes per day. However, it does mean that you
will have to exercise more than three times a week. Is that
doable? I’d say, yes. But only you really know the answer to this.
3) Freestyle it!
Sometimes you’ve just gotta go with the flow, which means you
might need to freestyle how you structure these routines. This
could mean that some days you do the Fat Flush Routines post
Cellulite Training and then on other days you might do them
separately.

Example #1 – Post Cellulite Elimination Training
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Example #2 – On Non-Cellulite Elimination Training Days
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Final Thoughts
Once again, congratulations on being an action taker. I know
you’re going to love the Fat Flush Routines and I can’t wait for you
to get started.
Once again, I know there’s a lot of information to take in here, but
don’t let that put you off getting started.
Jump in with both feet and if you ever have any questions or
concerns, feel free to contact me…I won’t bite!
All that’s left for me to say now is give it your best shot for 28-days.
Follow the Cellulite Elimination Training and tag these Fat Flush
Routines on the end to accelerate the rate at which you lose belly
chub and assimus fat.
You can do this! 😊

